NOW &THEN

Right- The Battle of

Seattle, Jan. 26, 1856, Is
depleted In this primitive
oil painting made
sometime before the
local photographer

Willia m Boyd
photographed It In the
early 1890s.
Be low- The
contemporary view
approxim ates the
painting's prospect. It
looks east from the alley
between Seventh and
Eighth Avenues and east
of Columbia Street.

The Battle of Seattle
WRITTEN BY PAUL OORPAT

N THE 11 YEARS OF "NOW & THEN," THIS IS THE FIRST PAINTING
selected. It is a bird's eye view of the village of Seattle on Jan. 26, 1856,
the day of the Battle of Seattle. The painting is long familiar to me but in
photographic copies only. If the original oil sUJvives, I've not found it.
Until now, all the copies I'd come upon had part of their center obliterated by the reflecting glare of the photographer's lights. Now Michael Maslan,
a local dealer of historical ephemera, has uncovered this print without the
glare. It was part of a montage of early 1890s scenes photographed then by
local professional William Boyd.
Participants' reminis- ::-------~~
cences of this battle are
varied and often conflicting. Estimates of how
many Native Americans
were in the woods vary
from a few hundred to
several thousand. Many,
perhaps most, were K1ickitats and Yakimas who
had come across Snoqualmie Pass. The range
of their trade rifles was
generally too limited to
rain accurate mayhem on
the village. So, by some
reports, they had planned
to storm the community
while the sailors breakfasted aboard the sloopof-war Decatur. Their in-
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tentions (or, possibly, merely their presence) was betrayed by an informer,
and the battle was begun not by the natives but by the Decatur's cannon.
The howitzer's report was so loud it could be heard clear across Puget
Sound. The Native Americans answered with small-arms fire; the unforewarned settlers rushed in a general panic from their cabins to the blockhouse
they had built weeks earlier on a knoll at the foot of Cherry Street.
The battle began at 8 in the morning and continued with some lulls until
dark, when the Native Americans burned many of the pioneers' homes before retreating to Lake Washington. Two settlers and, most likely, many more ~
Native Americans were killed.
The painting depicts the Decatur firing from offshore, a shell exploding
in the air, the puffs from the settlers' and sailors'
rifles. But in the painting the Indians are too far
from the blockhouse. Most reminiscences of the
battle put them in t he thick forest that still bordered the community at Third and Fourth avenues. So the painter's imagined prospect is too
high above the Methodist Church he includes at
lower right. The White Church, as it was called,
was at Second and Columbia.
I
Of course, the painter put his Indians high on
First Hill because he wanted to look down on Seattle, not across to it. And his bird's eye view not
only adds to the event's drama but also shows well
how in 1856 most of Seattle was set upon a peninsula- Piners Point - which extended into the
tide flats south ofYesler Way.
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Paul Dorpat's new two-hour videotape on
Seattle's early history, "Seattle Chronicle, " is
available {or $29.95 from Tartu Publications,
P.O. Box 85208, Seattle, WA 98145 .

